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The Transitivity of Costume in That Lady (Terence Young, 1955)















	For Giuliana Bruno, costume fashions worlds in film. ‘Unfolding as a tapestry on the screen, fashion creates many forms of “wearing” the image, and activating surface, which are woven across the textured filaments of time’ (Bruno 2011: 84). Costume’s filmic vehicle par excellence is the costume drama, where fashion materially textures the recreation of literary or historical pasts.  Julianne Pidduck argues that costume ‘suggests the pleasures and possibilities of masquerade – the construction, constraint and display of the body through clothes’ (Pidduck 2004: 4).   But if costume aligns history with masquerade, the potential for the genre is not for it ‘to misrepresent an “authentic” national past, but rather offer fantasy zones for the exploration of national identity, gender and sexuality’ (Pidduck 2004: 8).  These zones of fantasy can have different meanings for different national or international audiences: in reference to British costume drama, Pidduck writes, ‘what is at issue here is not only how the nation is reflected to itself, but also its representation abroad and the intersection of different national pasts’ (Pidduck 2004: 8).   Costume drama can allow us to perceive the interweaving of desire and fantasy through different historical contexts and across time.  

That Lady, a costume drama directed in 1955 by Terence Young, and starring the British-American actress Olivia de Havilland, is an Anglo-Spanish co-production which is also known by its Spanish title, La princesa de Éboli.  This is a film made in English (and released under the English title) and dubbed into Spanish (and released under the Spanish title).  But, furthermore, the Spanish version edits the original footage or even adds in new scenes to create a different film.  Thus the two films are one and the same in many key respects, but they also differ in important ways.  In this article, we will explore the significance of costume in the two versions, English-language and Spanish, as a way to open out onto the context in which the different versions were received in different national markets.  
The film is a lavish re-creation of the Irish writer Kate O’Brien’s story of the life of Ana de Mendoza, an historical figure from sixteenth century Spain who had featured prominently at the court of King Philip II and was rumoured to have had an affair with his treacherous secretary, Antonio Pérez. Whilst a silent film version of Ana de Mendoza’s story had been made in 1923 by American director Emmet Flynn (In the Palace of the King), and various historical and fictional accounts had been published within Spain, there had been no prior filmic version within Spain of the life of Ana de Mendoza. This was not entirely surprising given that the tale of the Princess of Éboli was intimately tied to that of Antonio Pérez, who was thought to be responsible for the propagation abroad of what is known as the ‘Black Legend’, a term which referred to the allegedly cruel and exploitative methods of Spanish imperialists in the sixteenth century both in the ‘new world’ and at home as part of the Spanish Inquisition. 
Despite the obstacles that filming this sensitive topic would encompass under Franco’s dictatorship, That Lady / La princesa de Éboli was one of the eight co-productions made between Great Britain and Spain in the fifties, a period when there were no diplomatic relations between the two countries.
After ‘Film Europe’ dwindled during the Second World War,​[1]​ European film industries had returned turned to a strategy of co-productions in the 1950s to stem the decline in domestic production and the increasing dominance of Hollywood exhibition markets. Collaborative agreements aimed to share production costs and open up new markets beyond national boundaries (Bergfelder 2005: 53). Co-productions brought benefits such as sharing economic risks or filming in exotic locations that could appeal to international audiences, although they also entailed additional obstacles: fulfilling national quotas of actors and technicians from each country named in the co-production; a complex fabric of legal requirements from each national industry; not to mention that they needed the approval of two or more systems of censorship.  Francoist Spain had particular interest in co-productions as part of a new policy of political and economic apertura (openness) that left behind the previous period of autarky. In the mid fifties, co-production arrangements began as specific initiatives supported by the government as a means to obtain foreign currency (a more defined structure of legal arrangements would arrive in the following decade partly as a response to the Spanish-Italian spaghetti westerns). Chapalo Films, a Spanish production company founded in 1944 by Isidro Sáenz de Heredia, brother of the famous Francoist film-maker José Luis Sáenz de Heredia, was approached by Atalanta Films, who were based in London, with the opportunity to co-produce a new film starring Olivia de Havilland (most famous then for Gone With the Wind of 1943). Chapalo Films specialized in literary adaptations and had some experience in co-financing. O’Brien’s successful novel That Lady (known as For One Sweet Grape in the US) was already a successful Broadway play and it appeared to fit perfectly with the category of quality films, with literary or historical contexts, that the Spanish administration was promoting in the new political, economic and industrial context of the decade. This was in spite of the difficulties that Kate O’Brien’s novels had suffered with censorship (Ladrón 2010: 62). The resulting film would fall badly foul of the censors, which resulted in two versions of the film being made, one for the Spanish domestic market, named La princesa de Éboli; another for international audiences, known as That Lady.  
After exploring some of the context for the censorship of the film, we will focus on costume in That Lady and La princesa de Éboli.  It is generally recognized that, ‘a single outfit can […] speak volumes’ in a film (Stutesman 2011: 25), externalizing social, psychic or moral determinations. But in That Lady and La princesa de Éboli, we find an interesting case of the transitivity of costume. Bruno reminds us that ‘clothes are, indeed, transitive matter’ and that costume can ‘ferry much across bodies and spaces’ (Bruno 2011: 83).  As we shall see, costume in That Lady largely functions to express female pleasure. But in La princesa de Éboli, after cuts, changes and slightly different framing for some of the scenes, the same costumes expose the protagonist as a scandalizing adulterer who should be punished for her actions. 

Scandal and censorship
Giuliana Bruno writes of the way that film is ‘stitched together in strands of celluloid, linked in this intimate way to the pattern of tailoring since its inception’ (Bruno 2011: 84).  As is well known, the Franco regime turned to censorship to snip, cut and re-stitch foreign imports as well as domestic products to fashion filmic worlds to suit pro-Francoist ideology. It was not uncommon for film producers to create different versions of films to suit Spanish tastes and those of international audiences.  In spite of the appointment of historian Manuel Fernández Álvarez, the author of a doctoral dissertation on the life of Philip II, as cultural advisor to the scriptwriters, the first script, according to censorship files, was considered unacceptable.​[2]​ The report of religious censor Juan Fernández is implacable in this respect. In the ‘Political and Social Aspects’ section of his first censorship report dated 9th May 1955 he wrote, ‘I think the political aspect is counterproductive because of the resemblance that our opponents would see between our current [political] system and that of Philip II. He added:
I consider it an unfortunate choice of subject for this script. It should not be authorized on either political or moral grounds. We must not allow King Philip II to look so vexed. I do not doubt he would have had his evils and faults as a man, but we must not bring the dirt of our kings to the screen, especially in the case of a king who is the glory of our history. The script is completely immoral. It reveals the sexual relationship of Antonio Pérez, who is married (page 17) with the Princess of Éboli, who is also courted by the King. And these immoral relationships are not condemned, but they come to fruition, without a sign of repentance [emphasis in the original] (Fernández Rodríguez 1953: no page).

Atalanta and their partner, 20th Century Fox, decided to proceed with their previous plans for the international markets and produce a second film version using a new script to satisfy the Spanish censors. Whether the Spanish producers made known their intention of releasing the film for international consumption based on the first script is not entirely clear. Although second versions were not uncommon, their existence was not always permitted. However, according to the censorship files at the Filmoteca Española, on the 15th February 1955, José Villar Palasí, from the Ministry of Information, knew of the existence of two versions because on that date he asked Luis López Ballesteros (attaché at the Spanish Embasssy in London) to compare them in order to spot any trace of the ‘Black Legend’. The matter seemed serious because he also recommended that he request the aid of the ambassador, should it be needed. The ambassador at the time was Miguel Primo de Rivera y Sáenz de Heredia, brother of the founder of Falangism, José Antonio Primo de Rivera, and cousin of the Sáenz de Heredia brothers, from Chapalo Films. The contrasting of these two versions of the films resulted in scandal, as the British version maintained the negative portrait of Philip II, following historiographical trend known as the ‘Black Legend of Spain’. The term ‘Black Legend’ was coined in 1914 by Julián Juderías but its origins go much further back. It refers to the anti-Spanish propaganda created by Protestant or Italian writers from the sixteenth century, disseminated as a response to Spain’s increasing power and influence in the world. In response, That Lady/La princesa de Éboli was banned in Spain and the Director of Film and Theatre at the Ministry, Joaquín Argamasilla, was fired. 
Rafael de España relates the sequence of events regarding the banning of the film (España 2010: 209). After the telegram signed by the Director General of the Ministry of Information and Tourism confirming the ‘suspension of the screening’, the British press, including the BBC, denounced the banning, purportedly due to the film’s portrayal of Philip II as cruel and vindictive. On 23rd February 1955 Variety also reported that the film had been banned in Spain by Generalísimo Francisco Franco.  The reaction of the Spanish authorities was to deny the accusations, rescind the banning and allow the release of the Spanish version (La princesa de Éboli) in Madrid on 4th March of that year.  By then, the polemic was wisely exploited outside Spain as part of the film’s promotion strategies: the film’s slogan was ‘banned by Franco’ (Heredero 1993: 64).  The tag-line, ‘if you lived in Madrid, you would not be allowed to see That Lady’ was printed by 20th Century Fox in teaser advertisements designed for the press and cinema theatres in the United States. An anonymous reviewer claimed in the American Hollywood Reporter that there was ‘a small mob of Falangists to break up the show’ in the film’s Spanish premiere where the audience ‘shouted disapproval of the cuts                                                                                                           made by the censors before permitting exhibition’, an anecdote which is difficult to believe (Anon. Hollywoood Reporter 1955: 2).  In fact, there is no real evidence that the British copy had been released in Spain that year (España 2010: 263) but ‘That Lady Too Hot for Spain?’, attributed to ‘political angles […]. costuming, and the theme of the story’, would appear in Variety to promote the film in 1955 (Anon Variety 1955: n.p).
  Marketed as the first Spanish movie filmed in CinemaScope, La princesa de Éboli's premiere was in Madrid. While British reviews would focus more on the formal aspects of the film, Spanish critics were concerned with what they regarded as the film’s historical inaccuracy. Thus, Gómez Tello, in Primer Plano notes that, ‘it should be noted, above all, that this is not an historical film even if its characters are historical’ (Gómez Tello 1955: 21 [translations ours]). Gómez Mesa, meanwhile, for Fotogramas, writes, ‘Philip II in an Anglo-Spanish film. England is not the most appropriate country to make a film, in coproduction with Spain, about our great king Philip II. Like it or not, there are differences of judgement which are almost unresolvable’ (Gómez Mesa 1955: 22). 
None of them seemed, nevertheless, aware of the existence of two versions. The sole exception was filmmaker Juan Antonio Bardem who published in Objetivo, a cinéphile journal engaged with the representation of society inspired by Neorealism, an interesting text in which he expresses his complete bewilderment with the film. The director who would release Muerte de un ciclista soon afterwards, had read the Broadway's adaptation of O'Brien's novel published in Theatre Arts and thus knew the plot was based on the Black Legend. In the piece, Bardem is therefore shocked to learn that the Spanish government had agreed to co-produce this adaptation which, in principle, should be inconsistent with the ideological discourse of Franco's Regime but his stupor is greater because the film avoids any negative portrait of Philip II which results in a very confusing plot in terms of narrative and eventually makes it unintelligible to Spanish viewers. Unable to compare the two versions, Bardem speculates that the dubbing had a major role in eluding controversial topics, and thus found it the best feature in the film: “given all the difficulties that my wickedness suspects, is downright admirable”, he affirmed sarcastically (Bardem 1955: 37).
The result was two films with completely different meanings.  It is not just that they had cut out some sexual innuendo or added two or three local stars as supporting actors to fulfill national quotas and please local audiences. The editing, dubbing, characterisation of main roles, addition of scenes (including a new ending) and even the music are dissimilar, offering a modified, or even a reverse, interpretation of the fate of the protagonist. 

Transitive Costume in That Lady/ La princesa de Éboli

Terence Young’s That Lady/ La princesa de Éboli (1955) was produced a little after what Sue Harper defines as the heyday of the costume film in British cinema (1942-9) (Harper and Porter 2003: 117) and what Labanyi sees as the genre’s peak period in Spanish film (1944-50) (Labanyi 2007: 243). It nevertheless, like the other films which preceded it, gives a special insight into the popular imaginary’s relation to the past, precisely because it ‘captured the past as the site of fantasy’ (Harper 1994: 188). In their respective studies of British and Spanish costume films from the era, Harper and Labanyi both focus on costume to display how costume films often disturbed official views of the national past by celebrating female pleasure. That Lady might be inserted into what Pam Cook has termed the genre’s ‘European adventures’ in connection with the British Gainsborough Studios. Films such as Caravan (1946) depicted Spain as an exotic other connected with sexual allure (Cook 1996: 98). Costume drama allows the viewer to ‘travel, through and between different identities in a constant movement of exile and return which must transform the notion of homeland. As travellers, we cross boundaries and, through identification with other cultures, acquire a sense of ourselves as something other than national subjects’.  She goes on to note that this may ‘smack of cultural tourism’ (Cook 1996: 4). Cook also notes that cross-cultural romance was a staple of many of these films. In That Lady, ‘the Past’ is conveyed through the horses, carriages, stone interiors with brocades hung on the walls. This is a past of empire, pomp and grandeur, enhanced by the presence of de Havilland, an established actress in her forties by the time of this film, who represents the heritage of Hollywood stock. The knowingness attached to the film at least in its earliest scenes is that of de Havilland playing a role in an exciting adventure abroad, a notion enhanced by the suggestion of ‘cross-cultural romance’ afforded by her liaison with Gilbert Roland’s Pérez (the Mexican born actor speaks in heavily accented English). That Lady, then, offers the pleasures of travel into the past linked with masquerade to present a flight of fantasy into female pleasure.  
Within Spain cine de época was conceived differently. Selva and Monterde agree that a romantic affair was key to engaging the audience in costume dramas of the period (Monterde and Selva quoted in Torreiro 1999: 63). But a sense of duty will eventually make the protagonist a heroine who sacrifices her personal desires for the more noble cause of patriotic ambitions in these films. In Doña María la Brava [Doña María the Brave] (Marquina, 1947), Agustina de Aragón [Agustina of Aragón] (1950), La leona de Castilla [The Lioness of Castille] (Orduña, 1951) and Catalina de Inglaterra [Catherine of Aragon] (Ruiz Castillo, 1951), among other films, a female protagonist acts as the safeguard of the nation and the Catholic faith, often challenging the role models imposed under the dictatorship that relegated women to the domestic sphere (Labanyi 2002, 56-58). For example, Agustina de Aragón was set during the War of Independence from the Napoleonic troops, the heroine abandons her fiancée after discovering he is a collaborator and joins the resistance exhorting the citizens of Zaragoza to defend the city and even firing the cannon against the French invaders.
Costume dramas at this time had a part to play in the Francoist white-washing of history to create triumphalism for the Nationalists in a schema which was seen to stretch back to the time of empire. Press reviews of La princesa de Éboli made ostentatious display of the ‘authenticity’ of the props used in the film to portray Spanish heritage: reviews dwelled on the ‘real’ locations used including the palace of El Escorial, whilst other props were on loan from a Madrid museum. Similarly, international posters of That Lady were illustrated with the bullfighting sequence from the film, in a tactic of marketing the film as a ‘genuine’ type of entertainment codified as Spanish. In domestic posters, the tauromachy was absent but the names of the rejoneadores (mounted bullfighters that use the lance) were credited as part of the cast: Bernardino Landete and Ángel Peralta (brother of the legendary Rafael Peralta, considered the best rejoneador of his time) are cited along with the Spanish actors and Hollywood stars. But in spite of the presence of some local actors for bit parts, the main roles were played by ‘foreign’ actors: Olivia de Havilland, Paul Scofield and Roland Gilbert. Thus, in spite of the presence of a Spanish historian as consultant, both versions not only gave the impression of providing a ‘foreign’ view of Spanish history, but also tied in directly to a period of Spanish history directly connected with pernicious anti-Spanish views of Spain known as the ‘Black Legend’. Specifically, it was Antonio Pérez, who features in That Lady/La princesa de Éboli as secretary to King Philip II, who was thought to be responsible for the propagation of vicious rumours concerning Spanish external activities (Marañón 1954: 409-442). Rosalind Galt has written that ‘in a sense historical film must always initiate a process of mourning, for mourning is precisely about creating a representation of that which no longer exists’ (Galt 2006: 49).  But for an international audience with no direct link to this period of Spanish history, That Lady comes across more as a romp through intrigue and plot.   In the case of La princesa de Éboli, the film articulated no so much the loss of empire which other Spanish films of the era responded to with a defiant celebration of imperial Spain, but a sense of anger at the loss of international prestige associated with the Black Legend which still festered as an open wound. Spanish censors responded by punishing the protagonists of La princesa de Éboli, Antonio Pérez and Ana de Mendoza. Costume works here to fashion a cautionary tale of a woman who betrays her country and whose passion for a man is rewarded with the punishment of a lonely death. Here, we wish to view costume not so much as an opportunity for spectacle which halts the narrative flow, but rather as a creator of meaning. Tracing how costume moves transitively between the two versions can help us to understand how it intersects with elements of mise-en-scene, dialogue (dubbed or otherwise) and differences in (trans) national point of view to fashion the filmic worldview. 
	A press still of Olivia de Havilland, which did not find its way into the final cut of either film, offers the opportunity for us to develop this theme. In the still, sixteenth century costume is reproduced in terms of its fetishes: a maid loosens the stays of a corset which barely covers de Havilland’s chest; the actress’s arms are raised behind the back of her neck as she (un)fastens a filigree-lace ruff whilst her right eye is covered in the distinctive silk eye patch that the historical figure was known for. The still photograph presents de Havilland in the middle of a striptease and offers potential viewers the promise of a playful masquerade of the trappings of heritage. Writing of the heritage film (a flexible category which refers to critical approaches to the period film rather than an industrial generic category), Belén Vidal notes that the period film’s fictional characters, romance plots and period spectacle often situate this genre outside the domain staked by the historical film. Nevertheless, she maintains that they both share a dual focus of the juxtaposition of the old and the new, in other words, a new interpretation of the past. She writes of the period film’s ‘simultaneous investment in authenticity and reinterpretation’ (Vidal 2). This still offers a similar promise. De Havilland’s décolleté is very low, whilst her pose suggests that this will be a modern, sexy update on a sixteenth century story. The corset made a direct appeal to female consumers in the English-speaking markets, as can be seen from an advert which reproduced the same image and which heralded ‘torero pink’ as the colour of the season. Under the headline ‘Dress up That Lady’, the ad went on: ‘The film title, That Lady, provides a major theme for innumerable tie-ins to make each woman in your community feel as important as the glamorous princess of the film story’. It went on, ‘Spanish influence latest trend in Paris fashions, as shown in Harper’s Bazaar’ and suggested tie-ins also to see the ‘toreador-inspired designs in casual wear’ such as the ‘bullfighter’s flat pump’, the ‘bullfighter bicorne’ in millinery and the dresses, blouses and coats in ‘toreador pink’.​[3]​ The corset and underskirt reproduced the silhouette of the New Look which had been in vogue in the US and Europe since the late 40s (Turim 212-228) and which Pam Cook has found had been threatening in the immediate post-war years in Britain to women masculinized by war (dressed often in overalls) and to men returning home and fearful of being swamped by a feminized culture. But by 1955 what we see in this picture is the opportunity for an expression of female sexuality. If the tight lacing connotes the way that clothes can constrict (in turn indicative of societal restrictiveness) then the corset also suggests a woman who is in control of her own pleasure. This ambivalence associated with clothing, by turns controlling or transgressive of restrictiveness, is a theme of the display of costume in both British and Spanish versions of the film.

The eye patch
In press stills for international, Anglophone audiences, de Havilland’s patch conveys that she is a vamp or femme fatale. ‘Man-to-man about That Lady’, reads one, “soon you will share the intimate scandalous details of history’s most notorious mistress of palaces, whose boudoir was a salon, whose secret love affairs were the target of mobs. It’s the most provocative story in years...”. Another, by contrast, proclaimed, “tender glances from ‘One-Eye’”.​[4]​ In spite of its apparent associations with piracy and adventure, English-speaking audiences apparently did not warm to the sight of the eye-patch and perhaps it is significant that other press stills often showed de Havilland from the left side​[5]​.  
For Spanish audiences, who may have been familiar with the work of Spanish doctor Gregorio Marañón (indeed one press review cites Marañón’s work), the eye patch had come to connote what could and could not be known about the figure of Ana de Mendoza as well as the way that a confluence of romanticism on one hand and negative propaganda on the other could influence historiographical accounts to create a bogus Spanish heritage. In his biography of Antonio Pérez, the treacherous secretary to the king and supposed lover of Ana de Mendoza, Marañón had shown remarkable restraint, displaying none of the licence he permitted himself in his earlier portrait of the Don Juan type (Wright 717-38). He does include a commentary on the psychology of exile, which presumably may have been informed by his attitude to the exiles from Franco’s Spain (Marañón 1954: 256).  But he then proceeds to sort out of the fact from the fiction. The depiction of the Princess of Éboli as a ‘mujer fatal’ or femme fatale, he notes, can be attributed to historians from the Romantic period, who loved a good story (Marañón 1954: 83-98). In fact, if anything, it was probably the other way around and Mendoza was the victim as Pérez was widely known to have been a ladies’ man. Or perhaps their relationship merely had to do with ‘tráfico de influencias’ (peddling of political favours) and there was no romance at all and nor was their any affair between the Princess and King Philip II. Marañón considers the possibility that Ana had no eye defect whatsoever, the patch being an elaborate symbol of the fictions that have grown around her name, but eventually he will declare that the portrait by Sánchez Coello does indeed provide definitive proof that Mendoza wore an eye patch during her life-time​[6]​. In fact, Pérez himself, in his Relaciones, written from exile after his escape abroad, had described Ana as ‘that cyclops’, adding a layer of monstrosity to the intrigue and mystery surrounding the image of the Princess​[7]​. At stake in Marañón’s depictions of Antonio Pérez was, if not a character assassination, certainly a discrediting of historiography. Pérez is believed to have been partly responsible for the dissemination of the so-called ‘Black Legend’ when he fled into exile, depicting Philip II as a cruel tyrant, feeding into Spain’s self-criticism of actions in the ‘new world’ (such as, for example, the work of Bartolomé de las Casas) and were seized upon by, for example, the anti-Catholic Dutch. The twentieth century had seen renewed discourse within Spain on the black legend. In direct contrast to the press still of the corsetted de Havilland, when we first meet the Princess in the English version of the film, That Lady, she is dressed in black brocade, her black veil pushed back behind her head, hair coiled around her head, her silk eye patch firmly in place. That she looks like the perfect mother seems evident as the princess is adjusting her child’s attire while reminding him how to approach the King appropriately. She is receiving the king (Paul Scofield, who would win a BAFTA for his role) at her home in Pastrana and she pulls out a velvet-covered footstool to make him more comfortable as he sits. We learn from their conversation that she lost her eye when duelling with a boy when she was young, in order to defend the king’s honour. Thus, the more transgressive associations of the eye-patch (their connotations of the accoutrement of the femme fatale) are neutralised. Her patch and brocaded costume (designed by Mariano Andreu) blend in with the mise-en-scene of conservative opulence fostered by the king. Ana is making a tapestry to cover Philip’s favourite chair. We learn that Ana is outspoken and independent, even that she advises the king: these attributes are warmly endorsed by her insertion within the mise-en-scene which stresses her subservience to the king (and to her dead husband). Costume and decor work together here to stress the notion of de Havilland (who gives a lively performance in the English version spite of the slowness of the wordy script) as the spirited heroine who brings the past alive. The associations of velvet, fur and brocade here with fidelity and loyalty provide a positive contextualisation for the later costumes of de Havilland where velvet and fur surrounds the creamy softer fabrics lining a v-shaped neckline and de Havilland wears her hair down around her shoulders, a clear endorsement of female sexual pleasure (what Harper calls ‘vulval symbolism’) (Harper 1994: 130). In La princesa de Éboli, meanwhile, Ana’s eye- patch is attributed differently. We learn from the script that the princess lost her eye in an accident while practicing her duelling skills with a page, but it is best not to speak of that to her. If That Lady neutralises the ‘threat’ of the eyepatch through its associations with servitude to the monarch, La princesa de Éboli returns us to the sense of mystery and intrigue hiding the mundane that we find in some historical accounts of the Princess. Furthermore, through her early depiction as mother, Ana is portrayed following the traditional patterns of a woman as caretaker and vehicle of transmitting values to the next generation that Selva associates to women's characterization in costume drama of Francoist cinema (Selva 1999: 183). But this feminine ideal will soon clash with the sexual desire of a widow who falls in love with the most powerful man in the Court after Philip II. At the bidding of the King, the Princess leaves her home and comes to Madrid. In That Lady, we learn that Philip has laid on a bullfight to mark his release of fourteen political prisoners. In La princesa de Éboli, this political reference has been removed: the bullfight is instead portrayed as a way for the King to announce the Princess’s arrival at court and her loyalty to him. In That Lady, the scene is one of pageantry and ‘exoticism’ (Pam Cook notes how British films of the era used Spain’s exoticism as a filmic space to try out new combinations of what it meant to be European). In La princesa de Éboli, the stakes are rather different. Pérez, who has earlier been described by Ana as ‘perfumed and vain’, comes to greet the princess in her box. Pérez is described as possessing ‘brilliant plumage’.  Bernadina, the maid, and Ana tells him she may meet with him in a few months. But when one of the rejoneadores slips off of his horse and his life is in danger, Pérez jumps into the arena and uses his cape to distract the bull. 
Thus, not only is the bullfight shown not to be merely pageantry but a skill involving bravery in the face of death, but Pérez’s costume is shown to be ‘utilitarian’ as opposed to merely decorative (c.f. Flügel’s notes about men’s dress in The Psychology of Clothes, 1930). Nevertheless, it serves as an accoutrement to attract Ana who proceeds to invite him for an assignation. In the context of an event arranged by Philip to welcome the princess to court, Ana is immediately and publicly displaying her infidelity to the King, an element which is completely absent from That Lady. Furthermore, when Pérez and Ana meet later at her home, Ana makes reference to the bullfight and uses it to chastise Pérez on his bad taste in clothes which are ‘a little too ornate for the restrained taste of Madrid’. Pérez’s clothes, remarks Ana, ‘too well conceal the man that lies beneath’. The man beneath the masquerade is brave (as shown by the bullfight), rough and ready (from Aragon rather than the Madrid court) and honest (he is plain spoken). By contrast the emphasis given in La princesa de Éboli is different. Ana refers to his disfraz (costume), whilst Pérez explains, in connection to his performance at the bulllfight, that ‘was not as dangerous as it looked. Appearances and the way these are presented are more important than the facts’. Pérez here comes across as a court-player, given to the instabilities of disguise, who is willing to play politics for his own ends.

From Mourning Clothes to a Red Dress
In a pivotal scene in the film, Ana, helped by her maid, is getting dressed in a scarlet red gown with ruff collar and elaborate sleeves. ‘I’m tired of black’, says Ana, in That Lady. ‘Why could you not just have had fun’, remarks Bernadina, ‘why did you have to fall in love?’ The red dress signals Ana’s pleasure. The fact that Ana, a widow, should eventually wish to find a new sexual partner is expressed as natural by Bernadina. Bernardina is concerned merely that in the current climate it could be dangerous for Ana When Ana meets the king, he remarks on her red dress, ‘Ana, you are wearing colours’, he says (in the light of the teasers announcing this British release of this film that this is the film that ‘Franco’s Spain didn’t want you to watch’, this wearing of colours fact becomes an expression of liberty in the face of state repression). The Spanish version, filmed from a slightly different angle, a longer shot and an almost intangibly more subdued air, the mood is one of tension. Bernardina remarks, ‘¿Por qué complicaros la vida, por qué tuvisteis que enamoraros?’ (Why make things complicated?  Why did you have to fall in love?). The red dress signals danger and connects with the preceding scene in which Pérez asks Escobedo whether he has fallen in love with death. 

The Nightgown/Wedding Dress
The shifting readings of costume’s transitivity come to a climax during a comparison of the final scenes of the films. In That Lady, Antonio Pérez, who has been falsely accused of the murder of Juan Escobedo (he was with Ana on the night of the murder and has a letter in his possession which proves that the murder was committed on the orders of the King), manages to escape and visits Ana who has become ill during her imprisonment for the murder (a product of Philip’s sexual jealousy) and is now convalescing at home. Dressed in a white nightgown covered with a velvet robe,​[8]​ she hobbles across the room and, when Pérez arrives, asks him to take her son to safety and wait for her abroad. Faithful Pérez does so, and later we see that he has reached Aragón. In the next scene, Ana appears in bed, her hair framing her face, propped up on pillows. Upon hearing bells chiming, the signal that Pérez has reached safety, she rises up, ecstatic, and calls for her wedding dress. Ana is rewarded for her loyalty to the man she loves by a joyful ‘wedding’ in Heaven. The final scenes show Philip II dejectedly musing that he will forever mourn the loss of Ana. In La princesa de Éboli, by contrast, Ana asks Pérez to take her son with him and he does so, but we leave her at this point, the camera drawing out to signal her lonely death. Meanwhile Pérez, against his promise, in fact tells Ana’s son that he must go to live with the Cardinal. He has betrayed her, just as she had earlier betrayed his King: treachery is rewarded with treachery. King Philip has therefore rid himself of the two who betrayed him, whilst Ana is explicitly punished for acting on her sexual desire.

Conclusions




^1	  On the European policy of co-productions of the 1920s, see Andrew Higson and Richard Maltby (1999). 
^2	  For Díez Puertas the appointment of Álvarez, the author of a balanced work on Philip II, as historical consultant, may suggest that Spain was initially prepared to accept a degree of compromise with regard to the presentation of Spanish history in the film (Díez Puertas 2003: 268).
^3	  From the That Lady pressbook, Margaret Herrick Library. 
^4	  That Lady pressbook. 
^5	  The Spanish press complained about the historical inaccuracy spotted in TV series La princesa de Éboli (Antena 3, 2010) in which actress Belén Rueda wears the patch in the ‘wrong’ eye. Rueda’s poor vision in her left eye forced the change (España, 2010: 238).
^6	  ‘In Spain, the popular biography of Bermúdez de Castro (1841) still depicts her as a woman without defects. Pidal (1862) is the first writer among us to speak about her one eye, and, incidentally, asserts that “tradition does not say the Princess had one eye but a squint”. Which, while it is not confirmed by any other text, is almost certainly the truth. Definite confirmation about La Éboli’s one-eyedness, though so popularized by Mignet’s book (1845) was due to Muro (1877) who in his biography of this lady published not only the portraits showing her defect but, for the first time in a popular book, the picture of La Éboli which used to hang in the house in Pastrana and today is in the Palace of Infantado in Guadalajara. In this picture the restless lady appears with her right eye covered by a black patch fastened with a tress of her similarly black hair. Muro adds the intriguing legend, kept orally in the house at Pastrana, that the Princess lost her eye at rapier play with some page or gentlemen’ (Marañón 1954: 91).
^7	  See Ungerer 1974: 334.
^8	  The gown can be viewed at the Harry Ransom Center, University of Texas http://norman.hrc.utexas.edu/personaleffects/details.cfm?id=16862 (accessed 14 February 2018). 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